
Welcome to our Beer Cafe, a nod to our original Waterbury brew pub that opened in 2003 and was destroyed 
by Hurricane Irene in 2011. We created this space for sharing- for sharing laughs, for sharing great 

conversation, and for sharing the world-class beer our team has worked so hard to create (and without the 
headaches of running a restaurant)! From day one our focus has been quality, and we continue to make 

some of the freshest, tastiest and most drinkable beer in the world. 
Thank you for visiting us, and please remember to drink responsibly. 

Jen, John & The Alchemist Team

12OZ. / $5   
our flagship Double IPA; the only place you will find draft Heady Topper every day.
Hand-Pulled Heady Topper

Canned Beer
all cans 16oz.

Light
Light is our take on a classic Pilsner with a distinct Alchemist profile. It is loaded with Hallertau Mittlefrue hops for a true 
Noble character.

Dark
Our interpretation of a dark German lager. This beer lands somewhere between a Dunkel and a Schwarzbier. Malt forward and 
aged to perfection.  

Donovan’s Red
Irish-Style Red Ale brewed with German Munich Malt and Cacade hops from B&D Farms

Sterk Wit
Belgian-inspired white ale brewed with orange zest and lightly spiced with coriander. Can conditioned on Brettanomyces.  

Focal Banger
our American IPA is brewed with Mosaic and Citra. A firm mineral backbone supports the dank flavors and aromas that we 
cram into this beer, and separates it from the pack.    

Rapture
we brew this with our select Galaxy and Citra, and punch it up with some CryoPop.                                    

Skadoosh 
this is our rotating American IPA series. Each entry is brewed with the same grain bill and a different hop, or 
selection of hops. A delicious way for us to experiment with new hops, hop blends, and hopping schedules. 

Heady Topper
the beer that started all of this madness. Our interpretation of an American Double IPA is meant to saturate your senses with 
the flavors and aromas of dank cannabis.   

Crusher
American Double IPA brewed with a blend of American hops. Our hand selected Citra takes center stage. 

Schtüpulator
German-style Doppelbock brewed with German Munich and Vienna malts, and hopped with German Hersbrucker. 

Pappy’s Secret Stash 
A spin on our classic Porter. Moderate body, 2 varieties of vanilla, and just a pinch of lactose. 

Luscious
our British Imperial Stout. Dark specialty malts present roasty aromas of chocolate and dried fruit. Full bodied and 
extremely drinkable. 

Knuckle Dragger 2020
Imperial Milk Stout brewed with lactose and fermented with an American Ale yeast before being can conditioned.  

Barrel Aged Knuckle Dragger 2020
Imperial Milk Stout brewed with lactose and aged in port barrels. Can conditioned.

   5.5% / $6

   7% / $6

   5.5% / $6

   7% / $6

8% / $8

9.2% / $6

8.3% / $12

8% / $6

5% / $8

   7% / $6

9.4% / $15

   7% / $6

8% / $6

   5.4% / $6



Bottled Beer

Wild Child Golden

Wild Child Peach 
Wild Child Strawberry

Wild Child Blueberry

Wild Child Kriek

Petit Mutant

our sour golden ale. We age each base version between one and three years in 
oak, and another 6 months in the bottle.  - 8.5%

conditioned on hundreds of pounds of peaches - 7.6%

conditioned on 300lbs. of fresh VT blueberries - 8.5%

conditioned on 300lbs. of fresh VT strawberries - 7.9%

conditioned on several thousand pounds of Balaton and fresh VT Montmorency 
cherries  - 7.4%

American Sour Ale fermented entirely with a wild yeast known as 
Brettanomyces Bruxellensis. It was brewed with German Pilsner malt and Strisselspalt 
hops and re-fermented with over 3000 pounds of Vermont grown Montmorency 
cherries. There is over a pound of cherries in every bottle of this beer. - 6.1%

I started playing around with sour beers at The Alchemist Pub and Brewery back in 2005 when I acquired my first two used wine barrels. Sadly, these barrels were lost in the 
flooding of Hurricane Irene in 2011. It was not until 2013 that I was able to get our program up and running again. Today, we maintain a cellar of 28 barrels from various 
sources, each containing cultures taken from various outstanding representations of the style. Over the years, each barrel has taken on its own unique characteristics. 

Roughly twice a year I personally taste and take notes on all 28 barrels. When I deem a barrel to be worthy of release, it is blended into one of the many variants available to 
you. You will not find bullshit, shortcut kettle sours on this menu- these beers are created through time, patience, and skill. Some of the beers blended can be up to 3 years old 

before they are ready. Our fruited beers are created using the finest fruit we can source, and aged to perfection before they are released for purchase. 
I hope you enjoy. - John Kimmich, Head Brewer.

Wine Non - Alcoholic

Nibbly Bits
Beer Cheese Dip
made with Focal Banger; served with pretzels
Smoked Nuts
made in Worcester, VT
Stuffed Pretzel Roll
parmesan Capicola roll made by Two Sons Bakehouse
Heady Cheddy
4oz of Heady cheddar cheese with crackers

$5
$8
$7

2021 Amigo Perro 
Sauvingnon Blanc, CL             $9/glass

Pas de Probleme
Pinot Noir, France                $9/glass

  Dr. Pepper                                           $2  

Horizon chocolate milk box                $3.50  
Moshi Sparkling Yuzu                        $3.50
naturally sweet
Bruce Cost Ginger Soda                     $3.50
sweet, spicy + unfiltered
Red Barn Nitro Cold Brew Coffee       $4.50

Aura Bora Basil Berry
Herbal Sparkling Water                     $3.50
not sweet 

NV La Luca 
Prosecco, IT                         $11/187ml bottle 

12OZ. / $5   

8% / $6

8% / $6


